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AIEE Section Meets
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tion for Student Branches, American Institute of Electrical En. ,
.
.
.
gtneers will hold its Jomt Meeting at Columbia, _Mo.. The AI~E
Branch of the University of Missouri will be host to fellow EE students from Washington University, St. Louis University and our
own Local Branch at M .S.M.

ings are still found for any int;erested_ students. These sh~uld sign
the list on the EE bulletin board
or see the respective chairman.
The chairman for this year's
committees are Carl Godfrey,
Membership Committee; Thomas
Eaker, Publicity Committee; Eugene Zesch, Refreshment Committee; George Tomaz, Field Trip
Committe; Wanye Andreas, ProMeeting in the Daniel Boone gram Committee; and Robert BosHotel at 5:30, the annual banquet chert, Constitution Committee.
this year will feature Mr. Harold
VOLUME 44
ROLLA, MO., FRIDAY, OCT. 18, 1957
NUMBER 4 E. Gove. His topic will be "Atom---------------'----'-----'-----'----------------_._
ic Energy, Today and Tomorrow." Preceding the dinner, all
Notice
vi~itors are welcome to inspect the
EE Labs and the new network
No High School
analyzer on the campus of M.U.
-Letter
Jackets on
• The Local Branch of the AIEEIRE will hold its regular monthly
MSM Campus
meeting this Wednesday, October
It has been brought to
The IFC on the campus of the
23, in the Parker Hall auditorium.
President-Ken Schultz
the attention of the M Club
Mo. School fo Mines is the goverOf interest to all EE students, the
Vice Prr5ident-Al Pope
Juniors Apply Now
that a number of students,
ning body fo its member fraprogram will consist of a panel
Secy-Treasurer-Tom Welsh
primarily freshmen, have
ternities and is composed of two
discussion. Members of the panel
If anyone should desire- more For Federal Careers
been wearing high school
members from each fraternity on information concerning
will include Mr . W. C. Wooley
the IFC
The U. S. Civil Service Com- from Moloney Electric Co., Mr.
letter sweaters a,nd jackets
the campus-a senior member and a or would like to make
any sug- mission bas announced that
junior member. Besides its ad- gestions, would you
Jun- L. W. Buechler from Vickers I on campus. This is contrary
please
to the custom of this school
ministrative functions it sponsors tact any of the members con- iors as well as Seniors many now Electric Co., and Mr. N. Blair
or apply for the popular Federal
and will not be allowed.
various other activities. Some of officers.
from Southwei;tern Bell Telephone
Service Entrance Examination. Co. The program, furnished by the
These sweaters and jackets
them include the well known
This one examination will enable St. Louis Section AIEE, promises
may be worn only if the letGreek Day , IF C Sing, IF C "Hold That Line"
men and women with Bachelor's to be benificial to all.
ters and other a wards have
Bridge Tournament , the bowling
been removed.
degrees to ~nter any one 1of mor_e, In order to carry through sucleague, the Fraternity Man of the For Traffic Safety;
Ye a r , Homecoming Displ ys,
t?an ;2s different types pf pos1- cessfully with the year's plans
The M Club.
Scholarship Trophy, Christmas Mo. Scoring in '57
lions m the Federal SerV1ce.
mentioned in last week's article ,
Parties for Children of Rolla,
Eligible students currently en~
Traffic safety was compared to
City " Good Turn" projects and football games by Patrol Superin- rolled will receive eligibility and
I
other services in conjunction with tendent Hugh H. Waggoner today employment offers effective upon
Dean Gevecker and the school.
graduation.
Starting
salaries range
in a plea to drivers to "hold the
Following is a list of the mem- line" on traffic accidents.
from $306 to $3 77 a month with
bers of this school year:
excellent
possibilities
for rapid adColonel Waggoner said, "When
Beta Sigma Psi-Sr.
Melvin the home team is winning but the vancement.
Finke, Jr. Ronald Muelle~; Delta opposition is threatening , every
The positions are definitely of
Sigma Phi-Sr.
Al Dusin, Jr. fan in the stands will rise and the trainee type. Those appointed
Maisak; Kappa Alpha-Sr. Tom shout , 'hold that li~e' ."
. will receive training in such fields
Meyer, Jr. Jim Jackson; Kappa . With the reduction of traffic as administration, business analyGerald , Fox ; Lambda Chi Alpha deaths that we have scored this sis, personnel management, library
Dr. D. S. Eppelsheimer , Pro- conferees from 40 countries in at-Sr. Bill Varga, Jr. Roger Echel- year, we think it is time to call science, budget management, elecmeier· Pi Kappa Alpha-Sr. Tom on our team, the motorists, to tronic data processing, recreation, fessor of Metallurgical Engineer- tendance at the conference. Many
Welsh, )r. Ron Rath; Sigma Nu holcj that line to keep traffic procurement, records management, ing, Missouri School of Mines and of the conferees will meet two
-Sr. Al Pope, Jr. Bill Henning; tragedies from scoring in the last and tax collection. In addition po- Metallurgy, has been appointed weeks ahead of the opening sesby the Board of Trustees of the sion on November 3 for planned
' Sigma Phi Epsilon-Sr.
Ron quarter."
sitions in agriculture and the American Society for Metals as trips to plants and
institutions be. Sander, Jr. Bob Elrod; Sigma Pi
"The traffic deaths record in natural sciences such as agricul- an American Conferee
to the tween New York .and Chicago.
-Sr.
Ken Schultz, Jr. Bill Missouri for 1957 is over 100 less ture economics, fishery biology,
Dr. Eppelsheimer was also a
Thoinpson ; Sigma Tau Gamma- than for the same period in 1956 market reporting , plant pest con- Second World Metallurgical Congress to be beld in Chicago No- conferee to the Second World
Sr. Rich Edwards, Jr. Ed Ninnen- and if everY,member of our team trol, soil science (research)
and vember 3 through November 8, Metallurgical Congress which met
ger; Tau Kappa Epsilon-Gerry will do bis •best for the ne:rt two wildlife biology are open.
1957.
in Europe in 1955, the meetings
Schaeffer, Jr . Jim Marble; Theta and one-half months we Will end
The written test will be adminThere will be over 500 overseas being held in England, France ,
Kappa Phi-Sr. Bob Wagner, Jr. the year with a far better record istered
Saturday, November 16
Germany, and Belgium. Dr. EpDave Anderson ; Theta Xi-Sr. than we scored in 1956."
and will require about four hours
Gene Russell, Jr. Ted Ellicott ;
"Our team of automobile driv- of you time. Applications for this Region, New Federal Building, pelsheimer spent this past summer in Europe visiting various
Triangle-Sr.
Bill Schwalb, Jr. ers is comparable in many ways test must, be received by the Di- St. Louis
1, Missouri before Octo- Metallurgical and Atomic Energy
Bill Love.
to the winning football team," the rector, Ninth U.S. Civil Service ber 31, 1957.
Plants.
The officers for this semester Colonel said. "With this differare:
(Continued on Page 8)
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IFC. Does Many W o.rthwhile
-Thingsfor Sch9olof Mines

Dr. E·ppelsh~imer
Appointed Conferee to
W orl~ Met. Congress
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There Are Advantages to
Being a Good Listener
Are you a good listener? The
average person is only a · "half
listener." Even when he tries , he
retail)S only about SO per cent of
what he hears right after he hears
it.
But there are advantages in being a good listener says Dr. Ralph
G. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens of the University of Minnesota in an October Reader's Digest article , "Are You Listening? "
It is material from their book of
the same title being published by
McGraw-Hill.
"Concentration is more than
half the battle," they say. "A
good listener fights distraction.
He will' close a door . . . move
closer to the per5?n talking . . .

interrupt only when it is necessary to clear up a point.
"One of the reasons for paying
close attention . . . is simply
that it is courteous to do so. But
there is a selfish reason too . . .
the way you listen bas a great
deal of control over the way people talk to you. Intelligent listening on your part helps the
speaker . . . give you information that you may need. How
you listen has a direct bearing on
what you learn."
Becoming a good listener , the
authors say, also makes you a
better, more interesting speaker
yourself.
"Just as you will get more fun
and reward from listening," they
conclude, "so other people will
Lt. Kenneth Knox explains an engineer bridge structure to a group of parents during the Parents
get more out of what you have Day activities last Saturday. Several hundred parents toured
th e campus and att ended the Miner
to say."
football game in the afternoon.
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Asallofyoufromtheschoolof
jazz know, Woody is one of the
great leaders in the jazz world today, and it is fortunate he was
booked for a General Lecture.
While we're on the same subject,
these lectures are a great thing
for the · school and the student.
At least they're a heck of a lot
better than those Tom Mix movies at the local Cinema (picture
show) .
What else has been happening
on our lovely campus - hummm
- oh, it seems we're having a
social feud 'between the Theta
Kap's and the Sig Ep's . Social behavior plays a most important
role. Keep up the good work boys,
a good feud never hurt nobody.
Well, dear friends that's about
all this week - oop's one last
thought as a guiding light for the
long hard weeks to come. Let's
see now, got to get a piece of
scrap paper. ·~· uh-huh ... and
a slide ru~e. 0 . K., now, two times
two equals three point nine six . .
three or is it four. There I got it
now - only 5 7 more shopping
days 'ti! Christmas. Talking
about buying, jt's bye for now
from Bax and Mox Nix .

THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students
of the Missouri School of Mines
and Metallurgy. It is published at
Rolla, Mo., every Friday during
the school year. Entered as ·second
class matter February 8, 1945, at
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
The subscription is' $1.00 per semester. This Missouri Miner
Features Activities of the Students and Faculty of M. S. M.

Hello, all you happy people! Satellite. Nope. He's being punYou're not so happy, huh? You'- ished. Well, you can't blame Rusre tired, rundown, study too late, sia; is there a worse place to be
Senior Board
got a physics quiz tonight , your sent for punishment?
Editor-in-Chief ·········•········--··•····························· Richard H . Okenfuss right arm has just been amputatSo much for our little troubles ,
707 State St. - EM 4~2731
ed. Qr maybe you got an allergy let's take a look around campus
Business Manager ................................................ Donald G. Pfanstiel arid found out you can'tbe a- and see what's been happening.
709 W. 11th St.-EM
4-3527
round girls, or did you bet on You know, as I was walking on
Sports Editor ......................'................................ Thomas R. Colandrea the Cardinals in the World Ser- campus last weekend, it was
Features Editor ............................................................ Paul W. Tay lor ies and .,t,hen found out they were- quite heart warming to see all
Advertising Manager ................................................ Donald Gutersloh n't e ,en playing . Well, friend if the parents and their daughters
·
·
G
T H h
all these things are bothering you, who were taking such a great inCirculation Manager ................................................ eorge · ug . es you're probably suffering from terest in our humble school, esAssistant Editor ················•····································· Joseph J. Masmca , " tired blood." Right about now p~cially their daughters, who actSecretary .................................................................... R6nald E. Sander you are probably' wondering why ually facinated me mor.e than the
I didn't .use something original in- parents. If a few of us that think
stead of "tired blood." Well, for along the same line would band
one thing I couldn't think of any together, maybe we could estabthings else. er-where was I---0h, lish a Sister Day or better still a
\
yes. You think you've got it Sister Week .
Another event here at the Misrough. What about the guy Russia sent from Siberia, land of the souri Salt Mines was the great
enchanting salt mines , to the Woody Herman and his "Third
"NOW," said the prof,
Rolla School of Mines - er - Herd" Concert.- T he Student
excuse me - the Missouri School Council has done a good job in all your papers to the end
of Mines. Off hand, the opinion planning the General Lectures. row; put a carbon sheet
To the Editor
might be that he is here to· steal Woody got the first one off to a each one, and I can correct
In an editorial in a recent issue of the Miner the
question of secrets on our ~chool of Mines swinging ,start last Monday night. mistakes at once."
1
a liberal arts vs. technical curriculum was discussed. But no mention was made of the possibility of both existing on the camp us at
the same time. It seems that the proponents of either idea wou)d
impose their will upon the student regardless of his preferrence.
In the final analysis, the school exist for the benefit of the stuAffiliate of Standard Oil Company (N. J.)
dents. The benefits to society are the results of the benefits to the
students. Since the students must choose the profession he will follow,
why not permit him more choice in selecting a curriculum that will
IN VENEZUELA,
S. A.
best fit his needs. If he feels that some liberal arts courses would be
of value, he would be free to include them in his curriculum. The
student who is engrossed in technology or science, because of his
ONE OF THE LARGESTOIL PRODUCERS
IN THE WORLD
lack of interest, would profit but little from liberal arts courses,
and therefore should be allowed to specialize in the field of his ,
Average Production 1956 -1 ,080,100 . Barrels Per Day
choice. Since the Department Head cannot live the student 's life,
he should be restricted to the role of an advisor and not be allowed
to dictate the full course of studies as is now done in some departoffers
ments , notably the Department of Mining Engineering.
This plan would not eliminate required courses but would
reduce them to the minimum required for the basic foundatio n in
the arts and sciences of the particular field. But a reasonable portion
of the advanced or specialized courses would be left to the student's
choice. The very existence of the debate is evidence that the student would be accepted in industry regardless of his choice.

CREOLE

a

Frank Ordway

The Miner Is YourPaper
The MINER is the official publ icat ion of the Missouri School
of Mines and Metallurgy; it features articles by the students and
faculty of M.S.M. Or at least that's what the masthead of the
paper says. It is discouraging , however, that the stude nts do not take
advantage of the privileges the MINER affords them.
Most important of these privileges is writing a letter to the
editor. By• writin g ·a letter to the editor, a student can air his pet
peeve, straighten out erroneous thinking about a specific organization,
or publicly compliment an individual or organization .
If there is something of which you drastically disapprove, the
only way it will be corrected is by bringing it out in the open. Nothing
can be done to improve an undesirable situation unless the proper
know about it.
Even though the MINER is written for students, the administration and faculty read it carefully to find out what the students
think and in what they are interested.
The policy on letters to the editor is as follows: 1. No letter should exceed 200 words.
2. No letter will be published possessing profane language
or 'enticing others to violence.
3. All letters must be signed. However, names will be withheld upon request.
The MINER is· under no obligation to print all letters.
The MINER is, your paper. You are asked to be a part of it
by writing letters to the editor, for it is the purpose of this paper to be
a listening post for the campus. A place where your views on a subject can be aired where all will hear.
Richard H. Okenfuss; Editor.
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ENGINEERS (Petroleum

Option)

·GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERS (Petroleum

OJJtion)

In Drilling and Production
I

E~ECTRICAL ENGINEERS
In Maintenance, Power and Communications

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
In Production , Refining , Natural Gas Engineering

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

In Drilling, Production, Pip eline, Refining,
Maintenance & Construction

Also limited openings for
GEOLOGISTS
ACCOUNTANTS

Creole representati ves will be on the campus
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30

to interview unmarried U. S. and Venezuelan citize-ns
SEEYOURPLACEMENTDIRECTORFORINTERVIEWSCHEDULES
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Parker Hall Site
Foi,.lrnportant GDI
Meeting Mon. Night

ASM Offers Engineers A.dvice on
Entering Industry

The
Independents
meeting,
postponed from last week, will be
held this Monday, Oct. 21 at 7 :00.
Parker Hall has finally been obtained for the site of the monthly
meeting.
At the meeting, discussions will
be he)d on the possibilities of
holding a Christmas Dance and
building a float for St. Pats. Early
plans for the St. Pats' Dance will
be made among other items.
At Monday's meeting committees will be organized to start work
on these events. Volunteers are
de'sperately ' 1;.eeded to join these
committees to successfully plan
and execute the approved ideas ,
votes and help in making the organization YOU want.
Entertainment for the meeting
has not been forgotten. If everyone
attends and chips in his part
Monday less time will be spent
on business and more on entertainment at future meetings.
Valuable door prizes will be
given to lucky members present
at the meeting next week. Movies,
including a short on jet aircraft
and · four cartoons , will be shown.
For the Miner Football Team ,
Coach Goofy will explain his
ideas on "How to play Football".
The Independents last saturday
welcomed back Dick Boyett on
his return to action on the Miner
Team. We all know Dick had been
patiently waiting with injuries
since the first game to play his
first home game of the season.
Good work , Dick, and the rest of
the Independent players for a
fine game last saturday.
Jim_ Robertson

by Tom O'Keefe
On the evening of October 9,
the ASM held its first meeting of
the new school year in room G-10
of the new Met. Building.
The featured speaker for the
evening was Dr. C. C. Long of
the St. Joseph Lead Company,
Monaca, Pa. who told "What Industry Expects of a Newly Graduated Engineer. " It was a very
informative and inte re s ti n g
speech which was well received
by all who attended.
The ASM would like to extend an invitation to all freshmen interested in Metallurgy to
c.ome to the next meeting which
is scheduled for November. So
remember to watch the daily bulletin for the time and place and
I 'm sure you'll have a very interesting and enjoyable time.
When you stop to think, don't
forget to start again.
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ALPHA
PHI
OF
GAMMA
DELTA

Weapons Against Nuclear War-1good attendance at our next meetfare."
ing, Nov. 10.
We are hoping for an equally
Gerald P. Fey

Sunday, Oct. 13, Alpha Phi rllll■llll■llll■llll■llll■llll■llll■llll■lll l■llll■llll■lill■llll■llll■llll■llll■llll■Hll■ llll■lll!■l@llllllailll■!
Chapter of Gamma Delta held
its first cost supper and business
meeting of the current year.
We were glad to see many of
,1our fellow Lutheran
students §
■
back again · and a surprisingly
large number of pledges .
After the supper we were led
in the business meeting by the
president, John Poppitz. Follow"LINT- FREE - CLING-FREE"
ing this was a topic discussion led
DRY CLEANING PROCESS
by George Frenke on "Spiritual

i
i

I

i

.,,,,__~:._.
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IDRYCLEANINGI
i
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OMEGA
WATCHES
Authorized Agent

G. L. Christopher
Jeweler
805 Pine

I

i
I
i

Rolla, Mo.

!

Scientifically Controlled
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ODERN
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•

i
i
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"Young lady, I'll bet your
mother would be angry if she saw
you in that skimpy bathing suit."
"I'll say she would I It's hers."

I

!

Dry Cleaners ;

-i---•

!
!I

.

I
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MECHANIC
ELECTRIC
AL,
CHEMICAL
AL, ENGINEERS-AND
CHEMISTS:

BEA

Eating Clubs Enjoy
Parents' Day Dishes
First, we would like to tbank
all those who did a fine job as
guides last Saturday for Parents'
Day. The volunteers from their
respective clubs were PROSPECTORS: Ronald Scott, J. W.
13eningfield, Herb Bland , Fred
Bennett Bill Souby; TECH CLUB
Allen Tolgo, Jim Howard , 'Charles
Baskin; ENGINEERS: Ted McFarlane .
At the open house the ENGINEERS CLUB and TECH
CLUB served chicken and turkey
dinners, respectively, to their visiting parents . Owing to lack of space
the other eating clubs were sorry
they also could not have open
house. The SHAMROCK CLUB
has enjoyed eating all week the
fine cookies made by Shirley Cornell . Thanks , Bill, but can we get
more.
Members of the SHAMROCK
CLUB recently gave the newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. David Godsy ,
an electric skillet as a surprise
wedding present. Now we'll see
\vho can cook.
The ENGINEERS and TECH
CLUB finished first and second
in their respective intramural football leagues. The former hopes to
complete two perfect seasons of
football alter the play-off this
week. Tbe SHAMROCKS ended
up with a 4-2 record for the season.
Did any of you realize we have
'just passed the mid-point between
the start of school and mid-semester. Why work so hard. Flunk now
and avoid the rush.

i

IN A SMALLER
PONDATHAGAN
CHEMICAL
&S
CONTROLS
INC.
,;
Small pond? Small enough that you won't be a platoonsystem trainee, or a number on a king-size roster. We're
woking for just 20 qualified graduates this year.
Yet, at Hagan, you'll be part of a company big
enough to number among our thousands of customers:
98 of the 100 largest industrial firms in America; 40
of the 50 largest utilities; and thousands of other
industrial, municipal and household customers.

WHAT
DOES
HAGAN
MAKE
ANDDO?
Controls and Instrumentation. We design ., manufacture and sell automatic control and instrumentation
systems for use in power plants, steel mills, aeronautical
testing facilities, and in many basic process control,
applications-including
electronic instrum entation.
Industrial Water Seryice. Our Hall Service Engineers help thousands of ihdustrial plants prevent costly
water troubles, by on-the-job consultation and service
for every type of industrial water problem-from
procurement to rusposal.
Calgon and Hagan Chemicals. Calgon phosphate
compounds, and Calgonite detergents-including
popular household versions of each-are
among the map.y
chemicals we process and sell for water treatment in utility, industrial, municipal and household water systems.

HOWWETRAIN
ENGINEERS
ANDCHEMISTS
ATHAGAN
Mechanical and electrical engineers, for our Mechanical Division, receive six months training, including:
laboratory w'ork; classroom instruction; on-the-job train-

ing with a Field Engineer ; and rotation in various
departments.
Then, assignment as a Field Service
Engineer-where
possible in a territory of your choice.

Chemical engineers and chemists, for our Hall and
Calgon Divisions, receive six months training, including :
classroom woi;k; on-the-job training with a Field Engineer, and rotation in various departments. Then assignment to a District Office-where possible in a territory
of your choice .

What's ahead for you? Hagan is growing fast. Field
Service Engineers and Chemists have excellent opportunities for positions in Sales Engineering, or administrative work .
For specific details on type of work, travel, benefits,
etc., make an appointment through your College Placement Officer to learn about the opportunities for you at
Hagan. Remember, you start as one of a select team
of only 20 graduates.

~--------------------- ----7
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\Crowd
A Cheering

Mules Downed
Parker, Allison and McPherson Star

by

The Miners won their first con- Miner territory for a T.D. bid.
ference game beating the War- Gieringer then tried to pass for
rensburg Mules 47-6. The run- the T.D. but Boren of MSM inning of Parker and Allison and tercepted setting the stage for
the passing of McPherson were the Miner's 3rd T.D. On this
largely responsible for the Miner drive, Allison's running and Mcvictory. Parker and McPherson Pherso~'s two complete passes
each scored two T.D.'s and Mc- one to Pa'rker and one to Allison
Pherson threw eight passes and brought the ball down to the
completed five. The Mule's gain- Mule 10 yd. line. With a 4th
ed most of their ground on pitch- down and three to go McPherout plays and their only T.D. son on a keep play ran around
came on a pitch-out and a pass. end scoring the Miner's third
The Mule's won the toss and touchdown. Parker made good his
elected to receive. The kick off 3rd extra point attempt.
The Miner's 4th T.D. came on
by Parker was returned 7 yds.
The Mules were unable to get a a pass by McPherson complete to
first down and were forced to Allison who ran the 2Syd. pass
punt. Parker returned 10 yds. On 20 yards for the T.D. Parker 's
the return the Miners received a 4th extra point attempt Was wide.
The Mule's with 5 minutes re15 yd. penalty putting th'e ball
deep in their own territory. Park- maining in the first half were uner and Allison then proceeded to able to score. The score at half
march up the field to the Mule time was 27-6, Miners.
The Miners received the kick3 yd. line. Parker drove through
the middle for the T.D. and then off. They scored their fifth T.D.
on their first drive in the 3rd
made good the extra point.
quarter. The key play was a pass . a Mule pass, deep in Mule te~riThe Mules came right back to by McPherson to Allison for the tory and scored. The extra P?mt
score their only T.D. The T.D. T.D. Parker kicking his 4th extra , by Park:r was blocked. The fmal
came on a pitch out to Hensley point of the afternoon .
score Mmers 47 Mules 6.
1
who then passed to Dahman who
Th(1 Miners were ra;ted 14
The Min~r 6th T.D. was set up
ran the 25 yd. pass 35 yds. for the
T.D. The extra point attempt when Calvin intercepted a Mule points over the Warrensburg team
pass. Parker then brought the ball by the St. Louis Post Dispatch.
was blocked by Agers of MSM.
The second Miner T.D. was up to the Mule 3 yd. line. A lat- The Mule defense was very poor
helped by a Mule fumble on their era! by McPherson to Allison was which was the main cause for the
20 yd. line which was recovered good for the T.d. Parker kicked severe beating by the Minets.
by Agers. Parker and Allison ran his 5th extra poi[!t of the after- Their defense was unable to stop
the ball up to the Mule 5 yd. line noon tying a MSM record for Allison, Parker or McPherson, the
· and Allison drove through middle most extra points kicked by a stars of the Miner team.
Don't forget to tune in to the
for the T .D. Parker kicked his MSM player in a game.
The Miner's final touchdown next Miner game, Oct. 18, at
second extra point of the day.
The Mules drove deep into came when Peterson intercepted Maryville.

Miners To Go For Second
Conference Victory
Tomorrow, the Miners go into brask.a, and is a gift to an already
their second conference game of strong· Maryville 11. He is a
the 1957 season against . a strong good Q.B., a teriffic passer, and
punts very well. Speaking of
Maryville squad.
Maryville started out the sea- punters, Maryville's Elmer led
son with a rough schedule, their the MIAA in pu'iit yardage last
first game leaving them m;i the seaso.11,though Saggau did all the
shy end of a 44-0 score against punting at Springfield last week.
St. Joseph's, one of the best smallThis little summary will show
college teams in the country. St. that the Miners won't have an
Joe played against Montana State easy go tomorrow, even though
last year in the Aluminum Bowl the records look good. NWMS
and were first in their league. has good passing, /a strong line,
N o r t h w e s t Missouri S t a t e and an all-around BIG team. The
then tied William Jewell College Miners will have to play their
7-all, was beaten by Fort Hays best to take this one, and it will
State 40-27, and was edged by be one of the main stumbling
the highly-rated Springfield Bears blocks on the way to that MIAA
3-0. The Springfield game was trophy we know they deserve.
well played, and hard fought by The game will be on the Maryboth teams, but the Bears bad ville home grounds, bu_t the Minthe luck that night, though it ers will know we're behind them.
could have been anyones game.
PROBABLE STARTING
Our Northwestern Neighbors
,LINEUPS
haven't had much luck against
our Miners in previous years,
MARY.
POSITION
MSM
first
Miners
the
since 1931, when
met Maryville on the gridiron, Sullivan
Hughs
L. E.
the Miners have won 14 of the Klohr
Hillborne
L.T.
tied.
one
with
played,
ga'!les
25
Smith
L. G.
Jones
Thomas
C
The Maryville men have a tre- Varga
Taylor
R. G.
mendous line, with 17 men on Englehardt
Booth
R. T.
their team weighing in at better Agers
Stevens
R. E.
than 200 lbs., and 10 returning Northup
lettermen . The airways are used McPherson
Saggau
Q. B .
to a great extent by NWMS, with
or Powell
Dick Powell and Henry Saggau Parker
Gibson
L. H.
doing much of the throwing. SagClark
R.H.
Allison
Maryto
student
gau is a transfer
Fuhr.
F. B.
ville from the University of Ne- Beydler
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AUTOMATICLAUNDRY
McPherson Goes For The Long One-It's
Sweet Young Thing: "I've been
misbehaving and my conscietice
is bothering me."
Psychiatrist: "Well, I can help
you strengthen your will power.''
Sweet Young Thing: "Er couldn't you give me something
to weaken my conscience?"

COLD BEER

COMPLETE BACHELOR LAUNDRY SERVICE
35 MINUTES TO WASH-60 MINUTES TO WASH & DRY

Good!

DON BOCKHORST_

LIQUORS

East Side Grocery & Beverage
904 Elm St.

Phone EM 4-3218

Same day Shirt and Trouserfinishing Monday throughFriday
if brought in by 11 A. M.
CollNER

7th and ROLLA

Snu!ETS

BU

14th& Oa
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Tomorrow Cape G i r a r d e a u
meets Warrensburg at Warrensburg, while Springfield takes on
Kirksville at Kirksville. The Missouri Miners travel north to meet
Maryville

th.e

Always _Ask for ...
TUCKER'S ICE CREAM
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by Don Binz
Saturday found the MJ.A.A.
Conference members follow true
to form, leaving Cape Girardeau,
Springfield and Missouri School
of Mines victorious. The Miners
left no doubt as to who was the
power wh~ they literally ran
over the Warrensburg Mules, 4 76. Cape Girardeau, the big gun in
the conference, turned the- tables
on the Kirksville Bulldogs, 19-7
while Springfield and Maryville
practiced defense and fought to
a 3-0 Springfield victory.
Here at Rolla, the Missouri
Miners bettered their national
college rating as they set back
the hopeful Warrensburg Mules
with a fine running game highlight~d by a sparkling passing attack. Within a few minutes after
the initial -whistle blew; the Miners SG()red their first touchdown
and were never close pressed
thereafter. The statistics were all
in favor of the Miners as they
rolled up a tremendous amount of
total yards and yards rushing.
Perry Allison increased his hold
on the league's leading scorer and
All-Conference honors. To add on
to his previous tota! is 124 yards
gained rushing and 22 7 total
yards gained .
The closest fought game in the
conference last week, and possibly the closest for the year, was
the 3-.0 win for the Springfield
Bears over the Maryville Bearcats. Springfield played the s'ame
tricks as last year when their

kicking specialist tallied the deciding score. With less than twelve minutes left to play, sophomore Jack Halterman boottjd the
pigskin for 31 yards and 3 points.
Springfield's defense displayed
its worth, keeping Maryville's offensive surge to 1 yard in the
first half and 28 yards in the second half for a total of 29 yards
gained. Springfield 's offense this
year has shown little ability to
score but it has become a defensive po_werhouse.
Elsewhere, the home team of
Cape Girardeau, performed as expected but only after Kirksville
gave the Indians a run for their
money. The Bulldogs kept the
Southeast Mi~souri Sta.te squad
scoreless in the first half but the
Indians scored in the third quarter with a 52 yard run and another 9 yard plunge. The last
quarter saw a trading of •touchdowns apiece to bring the score
to 19-7.
Without exception, the MIAA
Conference members acknowledge
Cape Girardeau as bein~ the team
to beat in the cpnfetence. Although K,irksville lost to Cape by
12 points, it definitely can't be
called weak. By comparison ,
Kirksville romped over St. Benediets College 26-7 while Pittsburg,
Kansas barely edged St. Bene:
diets last week, 17-13. Considering that Pittsburg has rolled over
our conference members easily,
this would indicate Kirksville's
power and likewise top seeded
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A. E. Long, M.S.M., Ex '22, Lois S. Long, William S. Jenks, Jr.

LONG INSURANCE kGENCY
810 Pine St.

Becauseengineering
is aprqfession
at GM
-weofferyou
a career-notajoh
Allthis is for a reason-and

NE REAS9N

DRY CLEANING
Really d-• set

rec~gnizes engineering as a profession. And
the men who engineer the many different
products made by General Motors are
resp~cted for the profession they practice.

out all the dlrtf ·

I

It is a career

that is rewarding both professionally and financially-starting on your first
day of association with General Motors at any
one of its 35 divisions and 126 plants in 70
cities and 19, states.

out. PerspirationD banished completely, too.
Your clothes are returned to you not only
looking · clean but eo

During your early days at GM, for example,
you work with a senior engineer who guides
your career along professional lines.

thoroughly dirt-free and
spot-free that they look
and feel like new again.
That's true for all your
other wearables, too,
well as suits-yet Sanitone is safe for even
daintiest fabrics. Call
118 today.

as

You are also actively encouraged to pursue
your education towards an advanced degree.
For we at General Motors recognize that, in
doing so, you will become more valuable to
us a~d the engineering •profession.

ECONOMY FLUFF DRY LAUNDRY. 10 lbs. for only 75c
. CASH AND CARRY ONLY

BUSY
BEE
LAUNDRY
& DRY
CLEANERS
ME~'S WEAR

EM 4-2830

You are given the opportunity to obtain professional recognition through participation
in engineering society fofUms, presentation
of technical papers, winning of patents and
other recognition of your accomplishments.
And you are also encouraged to take an active
role in your community's affairs-because a
truly professional man is a good citizen ss
well ss a good engineer.

a good one.

Many of the men who will fill ·the key positions at GM in the future a're the young engineers joining GM today. This is not theory,
it is fact. For 14 of our 33 Vice-Presidents are
engineers, 23 of our 42 Division General Man. agers are engineers, too.

That is why, when you are invited to join
General Motors as anengineer, you don't
'simply take a job-you start a career.

ALL the dirt ia right!
Every stubborn spot
and even deeply embedded grime is flushed

14th & Oak or VE~'S

ROLLA\ MO
Phone __
EM 4-1414
"Service Is Our Business"

Phon'e EM 4-3 606

engineering standards at
O General Motors
are so high is that GM

t. or~:u
GibSOD
Clark

ROLLA'S LARGEST
DEPARTMENT
STORE

Sanitone

:TARTING

1PS

TUCKER
DAIRY
Rolla, Missoup

'

Today we are looking for young engineerssuch as you -who may fill these positions
tomorrow. The rewards-both professional
and financial-are substantial. If you feel you
have the ability, write us. It could be the most
important letter of your life.

June graduates!
A General Motors Representative will
be on hand to answ11rquestions about
job opportunities with GM. 1

October 28 and 29

GM po,,itiono now available in these fields:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • MET~LURCICAL

ENGINEERING

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CERAMIC ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY

GENERAL
Morons
CORPORATION
Penonnd Std,
2, Michi1an
Detroit
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PHI
KAPPA
PHIEPSILON THETA
SIGMA
Well, it was visiting day at the
zoo last week, ancf a good time
was had by all Sig Ep men and
their parents . ..-The pledges, led
by task.master Marty Rogers,
worked hard Friday night . to
make the house spotless and shining so our parents would think
th at we live like angels all th e
time . Bob Harrison worked especially hard. Nobody knows exactly what he worked on, though.
Everyo ne is looking forward to
the pledge dance, which will be
held on November.16. The pledges are starting advance work and
preparation on it now.
Congratu lations are in order
for John Woodward, who lost his
skull and crossbones to Joyce
Whittaker last week. The condo]\ ences are for Hawk Hartman,
who is still waiting -for a letter
from his nice girl.
In the int ramura l department,
th e flagball team , helped by Ed
" Rip em off" Eppinger, finished
the season wi a 2 7-0 win over
Prospector's Club, which gave
Sigma Phi Epsilon a 3-3 record
for the year.

Parents' Day of last week proved to be a very successful one in
all respects. As the fall weather
was perfect, all outside events
were enjoyed by the folks, and
the talk flowed freely as the paren ts became acquainted with the
house and each other. The Theta
Kaps are especially gratef ul to
the Mothers' Club for their gift
of $650 to the house!
After this very successful Par ents' Day enjoyed equally by
both parents and sons, the Theta
Kaps sett led down to a comparatively quiet week divided between studies and sports.
In intramural sports, the Theta
Kaps continu ed to make a good
showing. Th e football team did
very well, despite some tough
breaks . In tennis and ping pong,
the men kept the nets hot, winning regularly.
At this time, plans are sta rtin g
to take shape for the fast approaching homecoming weekend.
Committees are formed and work
will soon begin on decorations and
other preparations.

ALPHA
PlKAPPA
This weekend Pi Kappa Alpha
played host to our families. Rare ly is the patter of so many little
feet heard around the chapter
house. A good meal by our cook
and a Miner victory provided an
enjoyab le afternoon for everyone.
Speaking of football teams, the
Pikers had an excellent season,
suffering only one defeat. This
was our hard-fought game with
the Engineer's Club which we lost
by only one point.
Another pledge was added to
the ranks last week. PI KA pledged Donald Janning, of Jennings,
Mo., Thursday night. Don is a
sophomore in the Electrical Engineering Department and a trans-fer student from Washington University.
Frank Baker and Jim Urban
are going to school on the Wyman-Brenke plan now. This is an
eight year co-op plan with Colonial Village Inc.
There is a new sadistic joke going around the house. "Art, are
you going to California for the
wedding?"

SIGMA
KAPPA
Paren't day has come and gone
with a big turnout at the Kappa
Sigma House. We hope every one
was favorably impressed with the
campus and our house.
Everyone is settling down and
studying after two big weekends
in a row, since mid is not too far
off.

vice-president; and Fred Huff
secretary-treasurer.
The Delta Sigs came out of the
footba ll season with a battered
and bruised team and a record of
3 wins and 4 losses. In tennis singles, Charles Sullivan has won 4
games but due to an injured elbow he will not be playing any
more. The alternate will take over
the rest of the matches. •
Ralph Maxton
'

will he quite a ball . When asked the exception of one of the
if he would be ready for the par- pledges who found his parents car
ty, Ted Soakum was heard to was too powerful for him, as obreply, "It's beginning to float." served by Rolla 's Scotland Yard.
Coats did it again, was the )VOrd "Believe jlt Or Not" Martin
heard at 1605 Pine as the news Kohler has put his sandles away
got around of the furniture re- and hasn 't been seen in corduroies
arrangement. Keep up the good for almost a week.
work, Willie, by the way what are
Under the direction of Brothers
you hiding under the safe.
Lund and Varga the actives and
pledges replaced the old stepping
stones with a new concrete walk.
A tip for the chapter from It looks real good inen.
"Champs Camp" that may be
good \for a cigar; Leo Bowlin has
lost his pin to a St. Joe nurse.
Seventeen ne,; "bright- . eyed
How about it Leo?
Lambda Chi has a very full and bushy-tailed " men with green
sports calendar for the coming beanies in their pockets have been
week at the flag ballers go into a seen recently at the White House.
play -off with Triangle and Theta
They are: Roger (Hor se) BillKap. Last week saw an almost enen, St. Louis; Bob (Dutch)
tire plad ge team defeat Dor~, 54 Hecht , Altenbur g, Mo.; Gary (to
to 7, and then the team scored 4 7 the rescue) Hoech, St . Louis ; Jim
points while holding Sigma Tau (the Gun) Klipp , St. Lousi;
scoreless. Rich H ampe goes into
Ralph (Local Lover) Luebke,
the semi-final. of the losers brackArnold, Mo.; Jim (Tarzan) Maiet of the tenms tournament. Good
erhoffer, St. Louis; Leo (Mac)
.
'luck everyone.
Mankovich, Lemay, Mo.; John
. The house was m spotless 1read- (Mickey · Mouse)
Mclnern ey,
mess as a host of Mothers and
Dads ' were welcomed by th e Affton, Mo.; Ray (Spudnick)
chapter . The Par ents Day was a Popp, Jackson, Mo.; Bill (Shotgreat success for everyone with
(Continued on page 7)

CHIALPHA
LAMBDA

GAMMA
TAU
SIGMA

Life in Rolla will have a bright
appearance next .weekend. Homecoming, in case you ha.ven't
heard. All the pledges, including
pledge Musgraves, are eagerly awaiting our first bla~t of the year.
I wonder who will get "shot
down" first.
The Sig Tau football team has
made a great improvement over
last year. Congratulations fellows.
One of our men came back
from Cape pinned. He still has a
very tired look on his face. Good
luck , Jim .
Well, think I'll play alligator,
and drag tail out of here.

XI
THETA
The first Parents' Day celebration in our new house was held
last Satudray. The open house
and tea given.by our Mothers and
Wives' Club was quite a success.
The tea' had hardly dried on
their suits before our representatives had retired in the direction
of the land of LC. Word has it
that ole Cholly accomplished another first, first to go swimming
in October that is; nice girls,
that's our motto Cholly.
Plans are being made for
Homecoming and it looks like it

PSI
SIGMA
BETA
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EPSILON
KAPPA
TAU
The TEKE house is getting
back to normal this week after
Parents' Day. All the pictures
are going back on the wall and
the rooms are assuming their customary disorder after the annual
clean-up campaign . A banquet
was held Saturday afternoo n with
Dean Wilson as the speaker and
after the banquet all the parents
enjoyed watching the Miners win
over Warrensburg.
In sports TEKE's wound up on
top of their league in football as
they ended their league games
undefeated. In the playoffs we
meet Engineers Club in the first
game. In tennis our two entries
were eliminated last week. With
their four and five wins respect ively Paul Slinkard and Conrad
Bailey make our tennis team a
bigger success than we have seen
in the last few years.

PHI
SIGMA'
DELTA
Parent's Day was a big success
at Delta Sigma Phi this Satufday.
Friday night was spent getting
the house in good shape from
waxing the floors to washing the
light fixtures . As a result of our
efforts we received many compliments from our parents. This is
the first Parent's Day since our
house became a reality instead of
a dream last February . Some parents could stay only for a short
while but most were able to enjoy
the Miner victory over Warrensburg Saturday afternoon.
In a pledge meeting last Tuesday the officers of our Pledge
Class were elected. They are : Jim
Hague, president"; Glenn Brenner,

The Finest Engineering
Achievement in the Watch Industry by
ETERNA W.ATCH CO.

See the Only
Ball Bearing, Self Winding Watch
AT

FULLER TEWELRY
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No bind, no sag,
no wonder they' re
so popular!
Arrow shorts give you comfort
in any po,ition. The new

contour seat provides total
,, freedom of action, prevents
sagging and binding. Choose
the boxer type with all-around
elastic, or the snap front model
with elastic at sides. Solid
colors, stripes, miniature plaids,
checks and novelty designs.
$1.50. Arrow Tee Shirt, with
special non-sag neckband, $1.25.
C:iueit, Peabody & Company, Inc.
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It has been a very active month
for us. We held two smokers,
and consequently we pledged 4 7
freshmen. The enthusiasm that
the actives exhibit' while training
the freshmen during the past two
weeks, and the manner which the
freshmen are responding, is a good
indication that t.he company will
have a very active year.
The officers for this fear are:
C.0. .................. Robert Willey
S-1 ..............'. ...... Robert Schuler
S-2 .......................... Fred Bennett
S-3 .................... Kenneth Schultz
S-4 ............................ Jan Panyton
P .I.O ... .............. Douglas Dallmer
IDrill Master ...... Martin Rodgers

KAPPA
ALPHA

THE MISSOURI MINER
Advisor .................... 1st Lt. Knox
The Pledges are:
Dale Baumbch, Edward Berkowitz, Robert Bilbery, Richard Bolander, Donald Branson , Edward
Budley, Gerald Butler, Robert
Carpenter, Theodore Clark,. Ger
aid Church Thomas Comstock
De~ey Cop~ Echo! Cook.
'
Gerald co:.nell Kenneth Dav-ldson Ronald Davidson Calvin
Do~kert Richard Dodso~ David
Drache;berg Howard Finkelstien
Dennes For~, Ga r y Gampher:
Larry Hatfield Orville Hollenberg.
'
Darrel House, William Hunter,
Joseph Johnson , John Jones ,Jam es

Kellog, Paul Lazaras Gilbert McKean Marion Menye, Otto Mielke
Joseph Miller, Samuel Musgrove.
Enrico Parisi , Duane Powell,
Thomas Rawson, David Schnitker
Sherman Sherrick, William Stack,
James Staley, William Strachman,
Leon Troxel, Craig Valentine,
Larry Vasterling, Joseph Zwart.
BETA SIGMA PSI
(Continued from Page 6)
gun) Roth , Lemay, Mo.; Bob
(Crazy Legs) Roussin, St. Louis;
Mr. Gerald W. Rullkoetter, Florissant , Mo.; Dave (Snorer) Sandler, St. Louis; Jon (Tiny) Steinbach, St. Louis ; Al (Tiger)
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Schaffer, St. Louis;
Wayne
With the help of the above, the
(Grizzly) Siesennop, St. Louis; Big Betas had a football recprd of
and Rich (Moose) Schrieber, St. 5-2. Here's to the team and, of
Louis.
course, our Coach.

A GOOD .TIME
IS THE BEST TIME
------FOR------'
PREMIUM QUALITY
i

•

-::~;:;=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=;:;;=;:;;=;:;;=;:;:;;:;:;,::.-

RAMEY'SBAR

Rejoicing was in full swing
-THE NATION'STOAST
this past weekend with the arriving of families and sweethearts
FROMCOASTTOCOAST
of many of the K.A. members .
Hellos and introductions to new
MUELLERDISTRIBUTINGCO.
friends were the theme for Fri9
Rolla, Mo.
day night and Saturday morning. _·:::=::=::=::=::=:.=::=:.=:.=:.:.:,:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_-:,:.:.:.=--Sa tu rday morning also found several ·of the K. A.'s guiding tours
through our proud campus. These
well organized tours were praised
by the parents . The K.A.'s helped
to increase the weekend 's success
by making arran gements for
lodgings and by serving their
guests delicious meals. In all the
weekend was ·a booming success
for the K.A.'s and their loved
ones.
Most K.A.'s are now waiting to
see 'their sweethearts during the
homecoming weekend and their
parent s at T hanksgiving. A vacation long awaited.
What's this, nothing happening the I weekend of Oct. 19th.
Well we know K.A. will think of
somethink. Maybe another nightowl fall house cleaning.

TRIANGLE

~try by ''.

Things are back to normal
again at the "Rock House" after
a rip-snortin ' Parents ' Day. The
parent s who were in attendance
were quite impressed with the
atch
new interior of the house, that we
were quite proud to show off. The
party Saturday night , here at the
)louse, was just a warm up for our
Homecoming Dance which all the
uum1111111111111111111111~
Tri angles are eagerly awaiting and
t.--planning for. (I hear Gary and
Pearson are really "hopped" up
about Homecoming after the
"smashing" good time they had
Saturday .)
' Ori the intramural scene this
past week, our football team
downed the dorm and then came
right back with a very ill\portant
win over the Theta Kaps . Also
our doubles in table tennis are
~ still undefeated as of now. Well,
in next week's article we'll have
the results of the football playoffs and also more about Homecoming.
By the way, Tom: How do
you like it in the trench--'iV\ththe
steam pipes?

f

I

•

RANDY'S
SHOE
STORE
OPPOSITE POST OFFICB
ROLLA, MO,

"In a big company,
a young man
can get to tackle big fobs"
"The thing that has impressed me most in my two
years at General Electric," says 28-year-old Yusuf A.
Yoler , manager of Aerodynamics Laboratory Investigations, "is the challenging opportunity
open to
young people here. My field is g uided -mi ssile research
- the nation's top-priority defense job. Because of
the scope of the company's research and development
program, I' ve had the opportunity to w ork with technical experts .in many related fields. And I've seen
at first hand the responsibility which General Electric
has given to younger men - proof to me that in a
big company a young man can get to tackle big jobs."
The research being done by Dr. Yusuf A . Yoler is
significant not only to himself, but t o General Electric
and the security of the nation as we ll. At pr~sent, the
company is participating
as a prime contractor on
three of the four long-range ballistic missiles pro-

gramed by the U. S. government. Y oler, who is playing an important role in this work, directed the design
and development of the world's largest hypersonic
shock tunnel - a device which will "test-fly'' missile
nose cones at speeds over · 15,000 mph .
Progres s in research and development - as ' well as
in every other field of endeavor-depends
on how well
young minds meet the challenge of self-development .
At General Electric there are more than 29,000 college graduates, each of whom is given the opportunity
to develop to his fullest abilities. In this way, we believe, everybody benefits - the individual, th,_ecompany, and the country.

1h,gmsIs OrlrMostlmporlsnf
'Prrxlvd

GENERAL.

ELECTRIC
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Myer, Recording Sec., Carolyn ved by the refreshment commit\
Richey Corresponding Sec., Treva tee.
Welch Ass't, Nanette Graham,
MO. HIGHWAY PATROL
Treasurer, and Joan Young Ass't.
(Continued fro,n Page 1)
Minutes of the last meeting
Sec., ence, we are playing the game of
Recording
the
by
read
were
Misthe
of
meeting
first
The
Saturday,
and
Friday
Thursday,
souri School of Mines University Colette Myer and the Treasurers our lives and for our lives. We
Oct . 17-18-19
passing,
Dames was held Thursday even- Report by Nanette Graham. The are depending on good
'Gun Glory'
and good sportsmansignals
good
on
talk
short
a
gave
Treasurer
the
of
Stewart Granger, Rhonda Fleming ing, Oct. 10 in room G-6
Chemical Engineering .Building. the dues_ for membership into ship to provide us a winner."
"As we enter the last eleven
Tea is
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, There were 213 student wives Dames. The Annual Fall
of the year we face our
weeks
of
home
the
in
20th
Oct.
be
to
meeting.
first
this
for
present
Oct. 20-21-2 2
meeting was called to order Dean and M rs. Curtis Wilson. stiffest oppositipn in more hazThe
Sunday Continuou s from 1 p. m. by the president, Alice Hadler Mrs . Wilson welcomed all new ardous driving conditions . We
must tackle this problem with
'Designing Woman' who welcomed all new members members and urged them to at- more
careful, cautious driving
Tea.
the
tend
introduced
then
Alice
Dames.
Gregory Peck and Lauren Becall to
It was suggested that the orRobin Micka, who gave a short
talk on ''.fhe Meani!lg of Dam es.' ganization give a Thanksgiving
Wednesday , Oct . 23
Rolla
This Ad and 1 Paid Admissio n Th'e president then mtroduced our basket to needy families in
advisory board with the follow- and the members agreed wholeAdmits 2
heartidly. A committ ee was apIn d r' ing: Mrs. Curtis Wilson , ,Chair'
man , Mrs. w. T . Schrenk M rs. pointed to investigate and present
tru e
Strange
next
Edmund Purdom and Ida Lupino 0. R . Grawe , and Mrs. I. H. Lov- a list of the families at the
Dames meeting.
ett .
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIUJI
Followi_ng the adjournment _of
In order fo: the n~w girls to
RITZ THEATRE
become acquainted with the of- the meetmg , the program chairMOVIES ON WIDE SCREEN ficers who will serve this coming man grouped the members ac111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
all cording to the School Curriculum
introduced 11
the president11111111111111
year, 11111111111111
Friday and Saturday , Oct. 18-19 the new officers which are as fol- of their husband so that the girls
On Highway-63
.
Saturday Continuous from 1 p .m. lows: Alice Hadl er, Pre s., Phyllis might become bet ter acquainted
Coffee and cup-cakes were serMacalady, Vice pres ., Colette

Annual Fall Tea
.
MOVIES IN CINEMASCOPE Marks OpeIUng
111111111110111
MSM Dames
For11111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mrn

UPTOWNTHEATRE

habits," he said.
The present death toll of 735
k.illed on our highways is a tragic
loss of lives but the 108 lives
spared is ample reason for thankfulness and is an indication that
our team is cooperating and playing the game of driving in a
sportsmanlike manner.
"We can win-We must win,"
the Colonel said, "by driving like
our lives depended on it."
"Something came into my mind
just now and went away again.''
"P-erhaps it was lonely. "

! Here'sNews...
LiveModern

'The Black Whip'
Sunday , Monday and Tuesday,
Oct. 20-21-22
Sunday Continuous from 1 p. m.

'Desert Legion'
Alan Ladd and Arlene Dahl
- PLUS -

'Cruising Down
The River'

Arecorder

is
iOOalumni
North of Junction 63&72

_

'Shake Down'
Howard Duff and Peggy D ow
- PLUS -

'Men in War'
Robert Ryan and Aldo Ray

ROLLA DRIVE IN ,

willllJVethre

Box Office Opens at 6:30
Show Starts at 7 P. M .

thed
.\mong

led to
niapec
fhnyS.Pen
'25, M
n:ann,
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Friday and Saturday , Oct. 18-19

'Big House U.S. A.'

lns1
White
sit! Pure
e WhiteOutsidefo
B~tte
".\, Cleaner,
Smoking!
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·•·•·•

Broderick Crawfor d and
Ralph Meeke r
- PLUS-

'Man With the Gun'
Sterling

{
.?-

Sunda y and Monday , Oct. 20-21
FIL MS OF ROBINSON BASILIO PRIZEFIGHT

r-----

'The Egg and I'
Claudette Colbert and
Fred MacMurray
-P LUS -

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
Tue ., Oct. 22-DOLLAR

NIG HT

'The Miami Story'
Barry Sullivan and Luther Adler
- PLUS -

'Creature From
The Black Lagoon'
Richard Carlson and Julia Adams
Wednesday , Thursday , Oct. 23-24

'Anne of the Indies'
Jean

Pete rs and Louis Jordan
- PLUS -

'Bengal Brigade'
Rock Hudson and Arlene Dahl
IIIIIIRn 1
U11111111111111
11111
1111111
IIIIIIIII
11111111111111
UUIIIUI
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'A & C Meet the
Keystone Cops'

ming
H001eco
rdin
l"llf acco
·Ill;,Edwar
theM:
lll\·of
Thewe1
tiJi.
1 busyonefo

withthe
j,;:nni

Wednesda y, Thursday , Oct. 23-24

M itchum , Jan
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Dick Hayme s and Audrey Totter

R obert

E

Rec

To
t arded
. tenAw
U.SPa
Tip
TheIlMMiracle

Hugh Marlowe and Coleen Gray

H

~

'Santiago'

Alan Ladd and Lloyd Nolan
- PLUS -

r
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Yourassuranceof
I
the Southland'sfinest tobaccos
I
Every package of L&M 's ever
has carried this
manufactured
promise : "A blend of premium
quality tobaccos including special
aromatic types. "

I

I

flavor
Getfull exciting
Tip
Miracle
plusthepatented
getwith each L&M cigarette
You
the full exciting flavor of the
Southland's finest tobaccos.
getthe patented Miracle Tip
You
... pure white inside, pure white
outside as a filter should be for
cleaner, better smoking. The patent on the Miracle Tip protects
L&M's exclusive filtering process .
L&M smokes cleaner, draws
easier, tastes richer.
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